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Abstract
We introduce a generic type system for the synchronous polyadic π -calculus, allowing us to
mechanise the analysis of input/output capabilities of mobile processes. The parameter of the generic
type system is a lattice-ordered monoid, the elements of which are used to describe the capabilities of
channels with respect to their input/output capabilities. The type system can be instantiated in order
to check process properties such as upper and lower bounds on the number of processes concurrently
using a channel, confluence and absence of blocked processes.
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1. Introduction
With the increasing connection of computers and networks, the treatment of code and
process mobility is becoming more and more important. The increasing importance of
this topic brings about many challenges concerning analysis and verification of mobile
processes.
For the analysis and verification of processes and programs in general there are basi-
cally two approaches: methods that are complete but cannot be fully mechanised, and fully
automatic methods, which––because of undecidability issues––cannot be complete, i.e.,
not all processes satisfying the property to be checked are accepted. There is a variety of
methods which can be seen as variants of the latter approach and which can be summarised
as static analysis techniques [1].
One promising direction, especially for the π-calculus––a calculus describing commu-
nicating mobile processes––is to use type or sort systems and type inference with rather
complex types abstracting from process behaviour. In the last few years there have been
several papers presenting such type systems for the polyadic π-calculus and other process
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calculi, checking e.g., input/output behaviour [2,3], absence of deadlocks and livelocks
[4,5], security properties [6–9], allocation of permissions to names [10] and many others.
There are also interesting type systems for higher-order variants of the π-calculus [11].
Types are compositional and thus allow reuse of information obtained in the analysis of
smaller subsystems. Because of name mobility in the π-calculus, the difficulty in typing
processes lies in tracking the capabilities of names in a mobile environment.
One drawback of the type systems mentioned above is the fact that they are specialised
to check very specific properties. A much more general approach is a theory of types by
Honda [12], which is based on typed algebras and gives a classification of type systems.
This theory is very general and it is thus necessary to prove the subject reduction property
and the correctness of a type system for every instance.
Another generic approach is a type system by Kobayashi and Igarashi [13], which as-
signs to each π-calculus process an abstract process of a simpler process calculus, from
the possible reductions of which one can infer properties of the original process. This
technique seems to be very powerful, but the analysis of these abstract processes could
be rather costly from a complexity point of view. A generic approach to resource usage
analysis is shown in [14].
Our contribution is to present a generic type system where the subject reduction property
can be shown for the general case, and by instantiating the type system specific properties
of processes can be analysed. With the introduction of residuation (explained below) we
manage to derive tight upper and lower bounds for channel usage. The only paper we are
aware of where this technique is also used is [15].
We concentrate on properties connected to input/output capabilities of processes in the
synchronous polyadic π-calculus. Our types can be seen as a generalization of the linear
types presented in [3].
In the examples (see Section 6) we check properties such as upper and lower bounds
on the number of certain prefixes, confluence, absence of blocked input or output prefixes.
Determining these capabilities of a process involves counting and we attempt to keep this
concept as general as possible by basing the generic type system on commutative mo-
noids. Instantiating a type system mainly involves choosing an appropriate monoid, and
monoid elements associated with input and output prefixes (e.g., for counting the number
of prefixes with a certain subject).
Instead of giving the precise answer to every question, the type system uses over-
approximation (e.g., we can expect results of the form “there are at most two processes
using channel x at any given time”). Hence plain monoids are not sufficient, but we need
ordered monoids (so-called lattice-ordered monoids or -monoids), equipped with a partial
order compatible with summation.
There is a huge class of lattice-ordered monoids which are residuated, i.e., some lim-
ited form of subtraction can be defined. Residuation can be put to good use in process
analysis. Consider, e.g., the process P = x.x.0. While P increases the number of (future)
occurrences of the output prefix x by one, it does not do so for the input prefix x, since
we are interested in the number of prefixes not located underneath another prefix (i.e. in
the maximal number of prefixes which are active at the same time) and x can only be
reached by a communication with x, which decreases the number of input prefixes in the
environment by one. This decrease can be anticipated when typing P , and is taken into
consideration by subtracting one from the number of input prefixes. This is a new feature,
which does not occur in related type systems such as [3] and which guarantees sharper
bounds on the current capabilities of a process.
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The type assigned to a channel x occurring free in process P will be of the form [t˜]a ,
similar to the types in [3]. The letter a stands for a monoid element which is expected to
be an upper bound for the capabilities of channel x. Furthermore t˜ = t1 . . . tn is a sequence
of types, telling us that n-tuples of channel names are communicated via x, where the ith
component of this tuple should have type ti .
The aim of this paper is twofold: to show how capabilities of processes can be para-
meterised and bounded by using algebraic structures and to start developing a framework
which can be used for verification and static analysis of mobile processes.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we discuss the general prin-
ciples and ideas behind this work. Then, in Section 3, we introduce some preliminaries, by
giving a short summary of the π-calculus, presenting lattice-ordered commutative monoids
and defining the notion of type (and some operations on types). The type system itself is
presented in Section 4 and the subject reduction property is shown for its most general
version, i.e. for arbitrary -monoids. We then demonstrate how the type system can be used
for process analysis (Section 5), by giving the connection between the type of a process
and its input/output capabilities and by showing how type systems can be composed to
form new type systems. Afterwards in Sections 6 and 7 we discuss some examples and
related work.
2. General ideas
In order to illustrate how our type system will look like and how algebraic structures can
be used to describe capabilities of π-calculus processes, we give the following examples.
2.1. Upper bounds
We regard the following π-calculus process P = !a(x, y).x〈y〉 | a〈b, c〉, which reduces
to !a(x, y).x〈y〉 | b〈c〉, and wish to give upper bounds for its input/output behaviour.
The first step is to assign a type to each channel name which reflects the arity of the
tuples communicated via this channel. The name c will never be used for communication,
so we can assign an arbitrary type to c, for example c: [ ], where [ ] denotes the type of
a channel over which empty sequences of values are sent. Furthermore c will be sent via
channel b, so we expect the following type assignment: b: [[ ]], meaning that a single name
with type [ ] will be sent via b. Finally this gives us the type assignment a: [[[ ]], [ ]] for
channel name a. This is a standard procedure, occurring in many type systems for the
π-calculus.
We have so far neglected the monoid elements representing capabilities. Adding these
elements ma,mb,mc in retrospect gives us the type environment  shown below for pro-
cess P .
 = a: [[[ ]mc ]mb, [ ]mc ]ma , b: [[ ]mc ]mb, c: [ ]mc .
So in the second step we discuss which values these three monoid elements should have,
if we attempt to derive information about the capabilities of the channel names of P .
We could, for example, suppose that, similar to [2], the capabilities are taken from a set
IO = {none, output, input, both} where the elements represent no input/output capabil-
ity, output capability only, input capability only and both capabilities, respectively. These
capabilities naturally form a lattice with an order satisfying none  output  both and
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none  input  both. In this case the monoid operation coincides with the join operation
of the lattice.
So in our example in a type environment for process P we expect the monoid elements
ma,mb,mc to have the following values:
ma = both mb = output mc = none.
A somewhat more fine-grained analysis can be achieved by using pairs of natural numbers
(including infinity) with the natural partial order to give an upper bound to the number of
times a name can appear in an input or output prefix at any given point in any reduction
sequence. The first element of a pair denotes output capability whereas the second element
denotes input capability. In our example the best upper bound for the input capability of
name a is ∞ since it is available infinitely often (because of the replication operator). For
other names or other capabilities sharper bounds are possible:
ma = (1,∞) mb = (1, 0) mc = (0, 0).
Depending on the instantiation of the type system with the correct monoid, the typing rules
that will be presented allow the derivation of the above types for process P .
2.2. Lower bounds
One advantage of the general approach we are following here is the fact that the type
system can be easily adapted, in this case to derive lower bounds instead of upper bounds.
We consider the π-calculus process Q = a〈b〉 | a(x).x.x | b with the reduction sequence
Q→ b.b | b → b. We can observe that during the reduction of Q there will always be at
least one input prefix with subject b.
By instantiating the type system with pairs of natural numbers as monoid elements (as
above) and by using the inverted partial order instead of, we obtain the following type
environment:
 = a: [[ ](0,0)](0,0), b: [ ](−1,1).
That is, the type system is, in this case, able to correctly predict the lower bound 1 for
the input capability of b. However, the lower bound for the output capability of b is −1
since Q is able to “snatch” away an output prefix of the form b from the environment
by communication with b. The type of the names communicated via a is [ ](0,0), which
intuitively means that the input and output capabilities of x inside a(x).x.x “neutralise”
each other.
We have presented very simple examples in order to give a flavour of the general ideas.
More complex examples will be treated in Section 6.
3. Preliminaries
3.1. The π-calculus
The π-calculus [16,17] is an influential paradigm describing communication and mobil-
ity of processes. In this paper we will consider the synchronous polyadic π-calculus with-
out choice and matching where replication is only allowed for input prefixes. Its syntax is
defined as follows:
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Table 1
Operational semantics of the π -calculus
Structural congruence
(C-COM) P1|P2 ≡ P2|P1
(C-0) P |0 ≡ P
(C-ASS) P1|(P2|P3) ≡ (P1|P2)|P3
(C-RESTR1) (νx: t)0 ≡ 0 if mon(t)  0
(C-RESTR2) (νx: s)(νy: t)P ≡ (νy: t)(νx: s)P if x /= y
(C-RESTR3) ((νx: s)P1)|P2 ≡ (νx: s)(P1|P2) if x ∈ f n(P2)
Reduction rules
(R-COMM) x〈z˜〉.Q | x(y˜).P → Q | P {z˜/y˜}





(R-EQU) Q≡P,P→P ′,P ′≡Q′
Q→Q′
P ::= 0 | (νx: t)P | P1|P2 | x〈z˜〉.P | x(y˜).P | !x(y˜).P ,
where t is a type tree (see Definition 4) and x is taken from a fixed set of names N .
Sequences of names from N are denoted by y˜ = y1 . . . yn. We call x〈z˜〉 output prefix and
x(y˜) input prefix.
The set of all free names (i.e. names not bound by either ν or by an input prefix) of a
process P is denoted by f n(P ). The process obtained by replacing the free names yi by
xi in P (and avoiding capture) is written P {x˜/y˜}.
Structural congruence is the smallest congruence obeying the rules in the upper part of
Table 1, and equating processes that can be converted into one another by consistent renam-
ing of bound names (α-conversion). The side condition of rule (C-RESTR1) will become
clear in Section 4 where we define type trees and the mapping mon. We use a reduc-
tion semantics as for the chemical abstract machine [18] instead of a labelled transition
semantics (see Table 1).
Consider the following processes which we will use as an example in this paper (see
Section 6). We omit the final 0.
F = c(r).d〈r〉.d(a).c〈a〉 S = d(s).s(h1, h2).d〈h1〉,
T = c〈h〉.c(x) H = h〈i1, i2〉.
There is a forwarder F which receives requests on a channel c, forwards them on a channel
d to a server, receives the answer and sends it back on c. The server S receives requests
on d . These requests come with a name s where the server can get further information.
The server obtains this information, processes it and sends the answer back on d (in our
example we keep the “processing part” very simple, the server just sends back the first
component). Finally, T is a trigger process, starting the execution of F and receiving the
result in the end, and H delivers information to the server.
We can combine the processes F , S, T , H to obtain P as the entire system. If we want
F and S to be persistent, we use P ′.
P = T | H | (νd: t)(F | S) P ′ = T | H | (νd: t)(!F |!S).
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A programmer analysing this piece of code might be interested in the following properties:
input/output behaviour, upper and lower bounds on the number of messages in a channel,
confluence properties and absence of blocked prefixes that never find a communication
partner. E.g., examining P will reveal that at any given time every name is used for input
and output at most once and that P is therefore confluent.
3.2. Residuated lattice-ordered monoids
Lattice-ordered monoids are a well-developed mathematical concept (see e.g., [19]).
We are interested in commutative residuated -monoids in order to represent input/output
capabilities.
Definition 1 (Lattice-ordered monoid). A commutative lattice-ordered monoid (-monoid)
is a tuple (I,+,) where I is a set, +: I × I → I is a binary operation and  is a partial
order which satisfy:
• (I,+) is a commutative monoid, i.e., + is associative and commutative, and there is a
unit 0 with 0 + a = a for every monoid element a ∈ I .
• (I,) is a lattice, i.e.,  is a partial order, where two elements a, b ∈ I have a join (or
least upper bound) a ∨ b and a meet (or greatest lower bound) a ∧ b.
• I contains a bottom element ⊥, the smallest element in I , and a top element , the
greatest element in I .
• For a, b, c ∈ I : a + (b ∨ c) = (a + b) ∨ (a + c) and a + (b ∧ c) = (a + b) ∧ (a + c).
For an element a ∈ I we define: sig(a) =


⊥ if a < 0,
0 if a = 0,
 if a > 0,
undefined otherwise.
If the partial order and the operator+ can be derived from the context, we will sometimes
write I instead of (I,+,). For many of our examples a semi-lattice, i.e., a lattice for
which only the join operation is defined, will be sufficient.
Definition 2 (residuated -monoid). Let (I,+,) be an -monoid and let a, b ∈ I . The
residual a − b is the smallest x (if it exists) such that a  x + b. A monoid I is called
residuated if all residuals a − b exist in I for a, b ∈ I .
Examples: An -monoid which has already been introduced in Section 2.1, is IO =
({none, input, output, both},∨,) where none  input  both, none  output 
both and the monoid operation is the join, i.e., the -monoid degenerates to a lattice. This
-monoid is residuated and it holds for example that input − input = none, output −
input = output and both− input = output .
In order to count the number of inputs or outputs we use the -monoid Z∞ = (Z ∪
{∞,−∞},+,) with all integers including ∞ and −∞. We define ∞+ (−∞) = −∞
and otherwise summation works as expected. It is residuated and residuation corresponds
to subtraction for all monoid elements different from ∞ and −∞.
The cartesian product of two residuated -monoids, e.g., Z∞ × Z∞, is also a residuated
-monoid.
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We need the following laws concerning residuated -monoids.
Lemma 3. For all elements a, b, c of a residuated -monoid it holds that
a  (a − b)+ b (a + b)− b  a (a + b)− c  (a − c)+ b
(a + b) ∨ 0  (a ∨ 0)+ (b ∨ 0) ⊥+⊥ = ⊥ + = .
Furthermore the monoid operation + is monotone, i.e., a  a′ and b  b′ imply a + b 
a′ + b′.
Proof. Most of the equations and inequations are straightforward to prove. We show only
a proof of (a + b)− b  a and refer the reader to [19] for proofs of the other laws.
(a + b)− b is the smallest x such that a + b  x + b. But if we set x = a the inequa-
tion holds. So it must be the case that (a + b)− b  a.
There are cases where the inequation is strict. If we consider, for example, the -monoid
IO defined above and set a = input , b = input , we obtain (input + input)− input =
none < input .
Monotonicity follows from the -monoid law a + (b ∨ c) = (a + b) ∨ (a + c). If b 
b′, then b ∨ b′ = b′, therefore a + b  (a + b) ∨ (a + b′) = a + (b ∨ b′) = a + b′. 
4. The type system and its properties
We will first define the notion of type tree and type environment and introduce some
simple operations on types. We assume that a fixed -monoid (I,+,) is given.
Definition 4 (type tree). A type tree (or type) t is of the form [t1, . . . , tn]a where a ∈ I and
t1, . . . , tn are again type trees. This structure is potentially infinite. Furthermore we will
often abbreviate the sequence t1, . . . , tn by t˜ . We define mon([t˜]a) = a.
Summation on type trees is defined as follows:
[t1, . . . , tn]a[t1, . . . , tn]b = [t1, . . . , tn]a+b.
In this case we say that the two types are compatible. In all other cases summation is
undefined.
The following definition of type environments is standard. The summation operation is
taken from [3]. Note that in the definition of , x: t below we do not require that x does
not occur in . Instead the assignment to x is overwritten by this operation, a fact that will
be important for the typing rules introduced in Table 2. This choice allows us to avoid an
explicit weakening rule and thus enables an easier handling of the induction in the proof
of the subject reduction property (see Theorem 11).
Definition 5 (type environment). A type environment  is of the form
 = x1: t1, . . . , xn: tn,
where x1, . . . , xn are distinct names and t1, . . . , tn are type trees. We also write (xi) = ti
and define dom() = {x1, . . . , xn}. By, x: t we denote the type environmentwhere any
assignment to the variable x, if it should exist, is overwritten by x: t . For x ∈ N , we denote
by  \ x the type environment  from which any assignment to the name x is deleted.
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1(x)2(x) if x ∈ dom(1(x)) ∩ dom(2(x)),
1(x) if x ∈ dom(1) \ dom(2),
2(x) if x ∈ dom(2) \ dom(1).
This summation operation is defined only if 1(x)2(x) is defined for all x ∈
dom(1(x)) ∩ dom(2(x)). In this case 1 and 2 are called compatible.
In some cases (see rule (T-OUT) in Table 2) we will use a slightly extended defini-
tion of a type environment, allowing that a name x appears more than once. This is only
permissible if the different types of x are compatible. Such an extended type environment
can be converted into an equivalent standard type environment using the following law:
, x: t1, x: t2 = , x: (t1t2).
We also need the following join of a type environment with zero:
(x1: [t˜1]a1 , . . . , xn: [t˜n]an) ∨ 0 = x1: [t˜1]a1∨0, . . . , xn: [t˜n]an∨0.
Finally let ,′ be two type environments with dom() = dom(′). We write   ′ if
 and ′ are compatible and for every x ∈ dom() it holds that mon((x))  mon(′(x)).
The operations on type assignments satisfy the following laws:
Lemma 6
• The operation  is associative and commutative.
• It holds that (12) ∨ 0  (1 ∨ 0)(2 ∨ 0).
• It holds that 1  ′1 and 2  ′2 imply 12  ′1′2 whenever either of the two
sides of the last inequation is defined.
Proof. Straightforward by the definition of the operations and Lemma 3. 
We are now ready to define the rules of the type system (see Table 2). We assume that
there are two fixed monoid elements out and in (where in must be comparable1 to 0)
representing the capabilities of output and input prefixes respectively.
The intuitive meaning of the rules is as follows:
(T-) We can always over-approximate the capabilities of a process.
(T-NIL) The nil process can have an arbitrary type assignment, provided the monoid
elements of the free names are greater than 0. This stems from the fact that we only over-
approximate but never under-approximate. Otherwise we could assign a negative monoid
element to a name x in the type environment, which would decrease the capability of x
whenever two type environments are added.
(T-PAR) The parallel composition of two processes can be typed by adding their respec-
tive type assignments.
(T-RESTR) If a name is restricted, we remove the assumption on it, but retain its type by
integrating it into the process description. Note that  might still contain an assignment to
x, in which case we have to make sure that its corresponding monoid element is greater than
or equal to 0. This is consistent with the fact that assumptions on names that do not occur
1 This is due to the fact that sig(in) must be defined, since it will be used in typing replication of input
prefixes.
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Table 2
Typing rules
(T-)   P,   P
(T-NIL)  ∨ 0  0
(T-PAR) 1  P1, 2  P212  P1|P2
(T-RESTR) ,x:t  P  (νx:t)P if mon((x))  0 whenever x ∈ dom()
(T-IN) ,x:[t˜]a,y˜:t˜  P
∨0,x:[t˜](a−out)∨0+in  x(y˜)·P
(T-OUT) ,x:[t˜]a  P
′∨0,x:[t˜](a′−in)∨0+out  x〈z˜〉·P if 
′, x: [t˜]a′ = (, x: [t˜]a)z˜: t˜
(T-REP) ,x:[t˜]a  x(y˜)·P
,x:[t˜]a+sig(in)  !x(y˜)·P if    and a + a  a
free in a process must have capabilities greater or equal to 0 due to over-approximation
(see also rule (T-NIL) or Lemma 8).
(T-IN) In this rule we make sure that the types of the names in the sequence y˜ match the
types of the names that are sent via channel x. If this is the case we remove the assumptions
on y˜ since these names are bound by the input prefix. Now since removing the input prefix
x(y˜) would also mean the removal of a corresponding output prefix in the environment, we
can anticipate this by subtracting out from the capability a of x. Afterwards we take the
join with 0 and add in in order to record the input capability of x. The join with 0 is nec-
essary since we do not count capabilities underneath a prefix. Taking into account negative
capabilities located underneath a prefix would therefore be under-approximation, whereas
positive capabilites lead to over-approximation, which is allowed and even necessary in
order to show the subject reduction property. For similar reasons, we take the join of 
with 0.
(T-OUT) This rule is slightly more complicated than the rule for the input prefix. First,
a tuple of names z˜ that is sent via x can be used by a receiver in accordance with the types
t˜ . We anticipate this by adding z˜: t˜ to the type environment of P . Whenever one of the zi
already occurs in , x: [t˜]a , this makes sure that the respective types are compatible. Note
that x might occur in the sequence z˜, which changes its monoid element from a to a′ during
the operation.
The monoid element a′ is treated analogously to the way described for input prefixes by
subtracting in, taking the join with 0 and adding out . For the rest of the monoid elements
we are also required to take the join with 0 as explained above.
(T-REP) In this rule we have to make sure that a replicated process has a type assign-
ment which is either idempotent or gets smaller when added to itself. This can be achieved
if  contains only negative or idempotent monoid elements on the top level. Furthermore,
since we know that infinitely many copies of the input prefix with subject x are available,
we add ⊥,  or 0, according to the value of in.
Example: In Table 3 we show how to derive a type assignment  for the process P =
!a(x, y).x〈y〉 | a〈b, c〉 introduced in Section 2.1. We use the -monoid Z∞ × Z∞ and set
in = (0, 1), out = (1, 0).
Typing the replication operator involves the application of typing rule (T-), replacing
the monoid element (0, 1) of channel name a by (0,∞) in order to make it idempotent.
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Table 3
Deriving a type assignment
a:[[[ ](0,0)](1,0),[ ](0,0)](0,0),b:[[ ](0,0)](0,0),c:[ ](0,0)0
a:[[[ ](0,0)](1,0),[ ](0,0)](1,0)a ,b:[[ ](0,0)](1,0),c:[ ](0,0)a〈b,c〉
a:[[[ ](0,0)](1,0),[ ](0,0)](0,0),x:[[ ](0,0)](0,0),y:[ ](0,0)0
a:[[[ ](0,0)](1,0),[ ](0,0)](0,0),x:[[ ](0,0)](1,0)b ,y:[ ](0,0)x〈y〉
a:[[[ ](0,0)](1,0),[ ](0,0)](0,1)ca(x,y).x〈y〉
a:[[[ ](0,0)](1,0),[ ](0,0)](0,∞)d !a(x,y).x〈y〉
a: [[[ ](0,0)](1,0), [ ](0,0)](1,∞), b: [[ ](0,0)](1,0), c: [ ](0,0)  P
a(1, 0) = ((0, 0)− (0, 1)) ∨ (0, 0)+ (1, 0) = (0 − in) ∨ 0 + out .
b(1, 0) = ((0, 0)− (0, 1)) ∨ (0, 0)+ (1, 0) = (0 − in) ∨ 0 + out .
c(0, 1) = ((0, 0)− (1, 0)) ∨ (0, 0)+ (0, 1) = (0 − out) ∨ 0 + in.
dSmallest element a larger than (0, 1) which satisfies a + a  a is (0,∞). Also (0,∞)+ sig(in) = (0,∞)+
(0,∞) = (0,∞).
In order to better motivate the rules in Table 2, we will sketch in advance the central case
of the Subject Reduction Theorem (see Theorem 11) in a simplified form. Let us assume
that   P where P = x〈z〉.Q | x(y).R. Obviously P reduces to P ′ = Q | R{z/y}. For-
getting rule (T-) for the moment this implies that
 = ′Q′R ′Q  x〈z〉.Q ′R  x(y).R.
Now, by looking at the typing rules in Table 2 we can infer that
′Q = (Qz : t) ∨ 0, x: [t](a−in)∨0+out and Q, x: [t]a  Q.
Furthermore it holds that
′R = R ∨ 0, x: [t](b−out)∨0+in and R, x: [t]b, y: t  R.
We can argue that R(z) is compatible with t if there should be an assignment to z in
R . Therefore the Substitution Lemma (Lemma 10), which will be shown below, gives us
R, x: [t]bz: t  R{z/y}. Everything combined we obtain
QRz: t, x: [t]a+b  P ′.
It is now left to show that this is smaller than  and (T-) will give us the desired result.
This can be shown with Lemma 6 and by observing that (a − in) ∨ 0 + out + (b − out) ∨
0 + in  a + b, which can be shown by using some of the inequations for -monoids
introduced in Lemma 3.
We can now define how an instantiation of this general framework, a specific type sys-
tem, looks like.
Definition 7 (instance type system). Let I be a residuated lattice-ordered monoid and let
in and out be two fixed monoid elements, where either in  0 or in  0, i.e., in is com-
parable to 0.
Then we call the tuple T = (I, in, out) an instance type system. We write  T P if
the type assignment  can be derived for the π-calculus process P , using the rules given
in Table 2 and the components of T . We will often omit the index T if it is obvious from
the context.
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In order to show the subject reduction property of the type system, i.e. the fact that the
type is invariant under reductions, we must first show the following lemmas.
Lemma 8 (weakening and strengthening). If   P with x ∈ f n(P ), a is a monoid ele-
ment with a  0 and t˜ is a sequence of type trees, then it holds that , x: [t˜]a  P.
Furthermore it holds that  \ x  P and mon((x))  0 whenever x ∈ dom().
Proof. Proof by induction on the type derivation. 
Lemma 9. Let P,Q be two processes that are equivalent with respect to α-conversion.
Then it holds that   P ⇐⇒   Q.
Proof. By induction on the typing rules. Whenever a name x is replaced by y this amounts
to replacing the occurrences of x by y in the type derivation. Note that names that do not
occur free in P and Q can be removed from the type environment according to Lemma 8
and do not get in the way. 
Every instance type system satisfies the following substitution lemma, which is central
for proving the subject reduction property:
Lemma 10 (substitution). Let v /= w be two names.
If , w: [s˜]c  P and w ∈ dom(), then ′ = v: [s˜]c  P {v/w}, whenever ′ is
defined.
Proof. We show this lemma by induction on the typing rules:
(T-) In this case , w: [s˜]c′  , w: [s˜]c and , w: [s˜]c′  P with c′  c. It holds that
′ is defined if and only if v: [s˜]c′ is defined. The induction hypothesis implies that
v: [s˜]c′  P {v/w}, and clearly v: [s˜]c′  ′, which implies ′  P {v/w}.
(T-NIL) In this case P = 0 and , w: [s˜]c =  ∨ 0. This implies c  0. Now ′(v) =
[s˜]c′+c where c′  0 (we set c′ = 0 if v ∈ dom()) and therefore c + c′  0. This holds
also for all other topmost monoid elements in ′. Therefore ′  0 = P {v/w}.
(T-PAR) In this case P = P1 | P2 with i  Pi , i ∈ {1, 2} and , w: [s˜]c = 12. It
holds that c = c1 + c2 with i = i , w: [s˜]ci or ci = 0 and w ∈ dom(i ). In the second
case we set i = i .
In the first case, we can infer with the induction hypothesis that iv: [s˜]ci  Pi{x/y}.
In the second case Lemma 8 gives us i , w: [s˜]ci  Pi , from which we can again infer
with the induction hypothesis that iv: [s˜]ci  Pi{x/y}. Combined this yields:
′ =(12)v: [s˜]c
=(1v: [s˜]c1)(2v: [s˜]c2)  P1{v/w} | P2{v/w}︸ ︷︷ ︸
=P {v/w}
.
(T-RESTR) In this case P = (νx: t)P ′. Since x is bound we can assume that x /= v and
x /= w, due to Lemma 9. It follows that , w: [s˜]c, x: t  P ′ where mon((x))  0 if
x ∈ dom(). The induction hypothesis implies that v: [s˜]c, x: t  P ′{v/w}. Further-
more it holds that mon((v: [s˜]c)(x)) = mon((x))  0 whenever x occurs in that type
environment. So we can infer that ′ = v: [s˜]c  (νx: t)(P ′{v/w}) = P {v/w}.
(T-IN) In this case it holds that P = x(y˜).P ′. Since all the yi are bound, we can assume
because of Lemma 9 that yi /= w and yi /= v for each i. It holds that
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, x: [t˜]a, y˜: t˜  P,
, w: [s˜]c =  ∨ 0, x: [t˜](a−out)∨0+in.
Let σ be the mapping on names that maps w to v and is the identity on all other names.
Furthermore we set  = , x: [t˜]a, y˜: t˜ .
Obviously an assignment of the form w: [s˜]cˆ occurs in . The induction hypothesis
gives us  \ wv: [s˜]cˆ  P ′{v/w}. This type environment contains an assignment to
σ(x) in any case (since either (σ(x) = x and w /= x) or σ(x) = v). The type environment
is therefore of the form
ˆ, σ (x): [t˜]aˆ , y˜: t˜ =  \ wv: [s˜]cˆ.
We can also set
ˆ = ˆ ∨ 0, σ (x): [t˜](aˆ−out)∨0+in.
Because of rule (T-IN) it holds that ˆ  σ(x)(y˜).(P ′{v/w}) = P {v/w}.
It remains to show that ˆ  ′. First ˆ and ′ have the same domain and the corre-
sponding type trees in the type environment coincide in everything but the topmost monoid
elements. Let us now consider the topmost monoid elements.
First, nothing changes for all type trees different from the type tree corresponding to
v. We now consider the following cases in order to show that mon(ˆ(v))  mon(′(v)).
Furthermore we set b = mon((v)) whenever v ∈ dom(). Otherwise we set b = 0.
w /= x ∧ v /= x: In this case it holds that
mon(ˆ(v))=(b + cˆ) ∨ 0
(cˆ ∨ 0)+ (b ∨ 0)
=c + (b ∨ 0)
=mon(′(v)).
w = x: In this case σ(x) = v and we obtain
mon(ˆ(v))=((b + cˆ)− out) ∨ 0 + in
((cˆ − out)+ b) ∨ 0 + in
(cˆ − out) ∨ 0 + in+ (b ∨ 0)
=c + (b ∨ 0)
=mon(′(v)).
v = x: Analogous to the case w = x above.
(T-OUT) In this case it holds that P = x〈z˜〉.P ′ and
, x: [t˜]a  P ′,
(, x: [t˜]a)z˜: t˜ = ′, x: [t˜]a′ ,
, w: [s˜]c = ′ ∨ 0, x: [t˜](a′−in)∨0+out .
Let σ be the mapping on names that maps w to v and is the identity on all other names.
Furthermore we set  = , x: [t˜]a .
Whenever an assignment of the form w: [s˜]cˆ occurs in  we set ˆ = , otherwise we
set cˆ = 0 and define ˆ = , w: [s˜]cˆ. In the latter case we can conclude with Lemma 8 that
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ˆ  P ′. The induction hypothesis gives us  \ wv: [s˜]cˆ  P ′{v/w} in both cases. This
type environment contains an assignment to σ(x) in any case.
Whenever w = x, then we know that t˜ = s˜. If w = zi , then we can be sure that the types
of v and zi are compatible, since the types of v and w are compatible. So we can set:
ˆ, σ (x): [t˜]aˆ = ( \ wv: [s˜]cˆ)σ(z˜): t˜
We can also set
ˆ = ˆ ∨ 0, σ (x): [t˜](aˆ−in)∨0+out .
Because of rule (T-OUT) it holds that ˆ  σ(x)〈σ(z˜)〉.(P ′{v/w}) = P {v/w}.
It remains to show that ˆ  ′. First ˆ and ′ have the same domain and the corre-
sponding type trees in the type environment coincide in everything but the topmost monoid
element. Let us now consider the topmost monoid elements.
First, nothing changes for all type trees different from the type tree corresponding to
v. We now consider the following cases in order to show that mon(ˆ(v))  mon(′(v)).
We assume that each ti in the sequence t˜ is of the form [u˜i]bi . Furthermore we set b =
mon((v)) whenever v ∈ dom(). Otherwise we set b = 0.
w /= x ∧ v /= x: In this case it holds that
mon(ˆ(v))=













∨ 0 + (b ∨ 0)
=c + (b ∨ 0)
=mon(′(v)).











 ∨ 0 + out
=
((





























∨ 0 + out + (b ∨ 0)
=c + (b ∨ 0)
=mon(′(v)).
v = x: Analogous to the case w = x above.
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(T-REP) In this case P = !x(y˜).P ′. Furthermore
, x: [t˜]a  x(y˜).P ′,
, w: [s˜]c = , x: [t˜]a+sig(in)
and    and a + a  a. Let σ be the mapping on names that maps w to v and is the
identity on all other names. Again we can assume that yi /= v and yi /= w for each i. We
distinguish the following cases:
w /= x ∧ v /= x: In this case it holds that  \ w,w: [s˜]c, x: [t˜]a  x(y˜).P ′ and from
   it follows that c + c  c. From the induction hypothesis we can infer that
( \ w, x: [t˜]a)v: [s˜]c︸ ︷︷ ︸
=(\wv:[s˜]c),x:[t˜]a
 σ(x)(y˜).(P ′{v/w}).
Because of c + c  c and    it holds that (mon((v))+ c)+ (mon((v))+
c)  mon((v))+ c whenever v ∈ dom() and therefore ( \ wv: [s˜]c)( \ wv:
[s˜]c)   \ wv: [s˜]c.
From the typing rule (T-REP) we can infer that
′ = ( \ wv: [s˜]c), x: [t˜]a+sig(in)  P {v/w}.
w = x: In this case it holds that a + sig(in) = c, s˜ = t˜ and  =  \ w. From the induc-
tion hypothesis we can infer that
v: [t˜]a  v(y˜).(P ′{v/w}).
As above we can show that (v: [t˜]a)(v: [t˜]a)  v: [t˜]a and therefore rule
(T-REP) gives us
′ = v: [t˜]a+sig(in)  P {v/w}.
v = x: In this case it holds that \ w,w: [s˜]c, v: [t˜]a  v(y˜).P ′ and furthermore t˜ = s˜.
From the induction hypothesis we can infer that
 \ w, v: [t˜]a+c  v(y˜).(P ′{v/w}).
Again we can infer that ( \ w, v: [t˜]a+c)( \ w, v: [t˜]a+c)   \ w, v: [t˜]a+c and
therefore it follows with rule (T-REP) that
′ =  \ w, v: [t˜]a+c+sig(in)  P {v/w}. 
Now we can state the subject reduction property in the following way.
Theorem 11 (subject reduction)
If P ≡ Q, then   P ⇐⇒   Q. If P → P ′ and   P then   P ′.
Proof. We show the first half of the proposition by induction on the rules of structural con-
gruence, taking into account that ≡ is a congruence. The cases for reflexivity, transitivity,
symmetry and contextualization are straightforward.
(C-COM) Follows immediately from the commutativity of .
(C-0) Follows immediately from the fact that 0 can be typed with the empty type envi-
ronment ∅, which is the unit of .
(C-ASS) Follows immediately from the associativity of .
(C-RESTR1) Let (νx: t)0 ≡ 0 and we assume first that   (νx)0. From the typing
rules we can infer that   ,   (νx: t)0 and , x: t  0. Since x does not occur free in
0, Lemma 8 implies   0. Finally rule (T-) gives us   0.
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In the other direction we have   0 and rule (C-RESTR1) implies that mon(t)  0.
Therefore Lemma 8 implies that , x: t  0, from which we can infer   (νx: t)0 with
rule (T-RESTR).
(C-RESTR2) Immediate from the fact that , x: s, y: t = , y: t, x: s.
(C-RESTR3) Let ((νx: t)P1) | P2 ≡ (νx: t)(P1 | P2) and x ∈ f n(P2).
Let us first assume that   ((νx: t)P1) | P2. This implies that   12 where 1 
(νx: t)P1, 2  P2. Since x ∈ f n(((νx: t)P1) | P2) it follows from Lemma 8 that
mon((x))  0 whenever x ∈ dom(). Furthermore 1  ′1 where ′1  (νx: t)P1 and
′1, x: t  P1. From Lemma 8 it follows that 2 \ x  P2 and typing rules (T-PAR) then
implies that
(′1, x: t)2 \ x  P1 | P2.
Summation of type environments is defined since 12 is defined. With rule (T-
RESTR) it follows that ′1 \ x2 \ x  (νx: t)(P1 | P2). It holds that  \ x  ′1 \
x′2 \ x. By adding a possible assumption on x with Lemma 8 we obtain  (νx: t)(P1 |
P2).
In the other direction we can infer that   ,   (νx: t)(P1 | P2), , x: t  P1 | P2
and finally , x: t  12 with i  Pi , i ∈ {1, 2}. We assume that t = [s˜]a . The type
environment i has either the form ′i , x: [s˜]ai or ′i where x ∈ dom(′i ). If the latter is
the case we set ai = 0 and it follows that ′i , x: [s˜]ai  Pi .
From Lemma 8 we can infer that a2  0 since x does not occur free in P2. Because
of a1 + a2  a it follows that a1  a. With rule (T-) we can infer that ′1, x: [s˜]a 
P1. Then rule (T-RESTR) implies ′1  (νx: t)P1. Rule (T-PAR) implies that ′1′2 
((νx: t)P1) | P2. It holds that  \ x  ′1′2. By adding a possible assumption on x with
Lemma 8 we obtain   ((νx: t)P1) | P2.
The second part of the proposition is shown by induction on the reduction rules. We
only show the following two cases. The rest of the cases is obvious with the induction
hypothesis and the first part of this theorem.
(R-COMM) P = x〈z˜〉.Q | x(y˜).R, P ′ = Q | R{z˜/y˜} and   P . We can assume that
x does not occur in y˜.
This implies that   QR where Q  x〈z˜〉.Q and R  x(y˜).R. Furthermore
Q  ΥQ where
ΥQ = ′Q ∨ 0, x: [t˜](a
′−in)∨0+out ,
′Q, x: [t˜]a
′ = (Q, x: [t˜]a)z˜: t˜ ,
Q, x: [t˜]a  Q.
Additionally R  ΥR where
ΥR = R ∨ 0, x: [t˜](b−out)∨0+in,
R, x: [t˜]b, y˜: t˜  R.
Since  respects  it holds that   ΥQΥR . From Lemma 10 we can infer that
(R, x: [t˜]b)z˜: t˜  R{z˜/y˜},
which is well-defined, since (Q, x: [t˜]a)z˜: t˜ is well-defined and therefore every name zi
must have a type compatible with ti . From (T-PAR) we can infer that
(Q, x: [t˜]a)((R, x: [t˜]b)z˜: t˜ )  Q | R{z˜/y˜}.
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The type environment on the left-hand side is equal to
((Q, x: [t˜]a)z˜: t˜ )(R, x: [t˜]b)
= (′Q, x: [t˜]a
′
)(R, x: [t˜]b)
= ′QR, x: [t˜]a
′+b
 (′Q ∨ 0)(R ∨ 0), x: [t˜](a
′−in)∨0+out+(b−out)∨0+in
= ΥQΥR.
The inequation holds because of Lemma 6 and (a′ − in) ∨ 0 + out + (b − out) ∨ 0 +
in  (a′ − in)+ in+ (b − out)+ out  a′ + b for two elements a′, b of an -monoid
(see Lemma 3). Then   ΥQΥR implies   P ′.
(R-REP) P = x〈z˜〉.Q | !x(y˜).R, P ′ = Q | R{z˜/y˜} | !x(y˜).R and   P . We show that
Υ  !x(y˜).R implies Υ  x(y˜).R | !x(y˜).R, the rest follows from case (R-COMM).
From Υ  !x(y˜).R it follows that Υ  , x: [t˜]a+sig(in) where , x: [t˜]a+sig(in) 
!x(y˜).R and , x: [t˜]a  x(y˜).R,    and a + a  a.
From (T-PAR) we can infer that
(, x: [t˜]a+sig(in))(, x: [t˜]a)  x(y˜).R | !x(y˜).R.
This type environment is equal to
, x: [t˜]a+sig(in)+a  , x: [t˜]a+sig(in)  Υ.
Finally this implies Υ  x(y˜).R | !x(y˜).R. 
5. Using the type system for process analysis
As in other type systems for mobile processes, a type guarantees absence of runtime
errors which may appear in the form of arity mismatches in the communication rules (R-
COMM) and (R-REP), but it also enables us to perform more detailed process analysis.
5.1. Process capabilities
The aim of this paper is to construct type systems yielding useful results for the analysis
and verification of parallel processes. In our case the generic type system gives information
about the properties of a process, especially concerning its input and output capabilities. We
will now formally define the connection between the type of a process and its capabilities.
Definition 12. Let P be a process and let w be a free name occurring in P . We define P ’s
capability wrt. w, denoted by Cw(P ) by adding the following monoid elements: for every
use of w as an output port we add out and for every use of w as an input port we add in.
Notice that we do not continue summation after prefixes (see Table 4).
We can now show that the type system is sound, in the sense that it gives appropriate
upper bounds for the capabilities of processes.
Theorem 13 (type safety). If   P , P →∗ P ′ and w is a free name of P it follows
that Cw(P ′)  mon((w)). If P ′ contains a subexpression (νx: t)Q which is not located
underneath a prefix it follows that Cx(Q)  mon(t).
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Proof. We show the proposition in two steps:
• First we show that for every process P ,   P implies Cw(P )  mon((w)).
This can easily be done by induction on P , the only problematic case being
replication: If  = , x: [t˜]a  !x(y˜).Q, it follows from (T-REP) and (T-) that
′, x: [t˜]b  x(y˜).Q, where   ′ and a  b + sig(in). Since ′, x: [t˜]b was pro-
duced by typing rule (T-IN) (and maybe rule (T-)) it follows that b  (a′ − out) ∨
0 + in for some monoid element a′. This implies that a  (a′ − out) ∨ 0 + in+
sig(in)  in+ sig(in) = sig(in).
Therefore Cx(P ) = sig(in)  a = mon((x)). For all other names w /= x it is
straightforward to show that Cw(P ) = 0  mon((w)).
• Furthermore we can show by induction on the number of steps and with Theorem 11
that whenever P →∗ P ′ and   P , then also   P ′. Therefore Cw(P ′) 
mon((w)).
The second part of the theorem can also be shown with Theorem 11. Note that for this
part of the proof the side condition on rule (C-RESTR1) in Table 1 is essential. 
The properties we can derive are of the form: “it is always the case that Cw(P )  a”. In
many cases more complex properties of processes can be derived from inequations of this
form.
Definition 14 (instance type system for property Y ). Let Y be a predicate on π-calculus
processes. We call T = (I, in, out,X) an instance type system for the predicate Y when-
ever T ′ = (I, in, out) is an instance type system according to Definition 7 and X is a
predicate on type assignments such that
 T ′ P and X() imply Y (P ).
In Section 6 we give some examples for typical predicates X and Y .
5.2. Composition of type systems
Given two type systems checking certain capabilities of processes, it is not difficult
to construct a type system computing upper bounds for tuples of capabilities. Let Ti =
(Ii, ini, outi, Xi), i ∈ {1, 2} be two instance type systems for predicates Y1 and Y2 respec-
tively.
Then T = (I1 × I2, (in1, in2), (out1, out2), X) is an instance type system for the con-
junction of Y1 and Y2 if X(i1, i2) = X1(i1) ∧X2(i2) and it is an instance type system for
the disjunction of Y1 and Y2 if X(i1, i2) = X1(i1) ∨X2(i2). (All monoid operations on
I1 × I2 are conducted point-wise.)
Table 4
Determining the capabilities of a process
Cw(0) = 0 Cw(P | Q) = Cw(P )+ Cw(Q)
Cw(x〈z˜〉.P ) =
{
out if x = w
0 otherwise Cw(x(y˜).P ) =
{




sig(in) if x = w
0 otherwise Cw((νx: s)P ) =
{
Cw(P ) if x /= w
0 otherwise
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Table 5
The -monoids for different instantiations of the generic type system
Property to be checked Underl. set Operation Order out in
1 Input/output behaviour of P and P ′ {none, output,
input, both} ∨  output input
2 Upper bounds on prefixes in P Z∞ × Z∞ +  (1, 0) (0, 1)
3 Upper bounds on prefixes in P ′ Z∞ × Z∞ +  (1, 0) (0, 1)
4 Lower bounds on prefixes in P Z∞ × Z∞ +  (1, 0) (0, 1)
5 Lower bounds on prefixes in P ′ Z∞ × Z∞ +  (1, 0) (0, 1)
6 Avoiding blocked output prefixes in P Z∞ × Z∞ + $a (1, 0) (0, 1)
7 Avoiding blocked output prefixes in P ′ Z∞ × Z∞ + $a (1, 0) (0, 1)
a(i, j) $ (i′, j ′) iff i  i′ and j  j ′.
Table 6
Resulting monoid elements for different instantiations of the generic type system
Property to be checked md mc m1 m2
1 Input/output behaviour of P and P ′ both both both none
2 Upper bounds on prefixes in P (1, 1) (1, 1) (1, 1) (0, 0)
3 Upper bounds on prefixes in P ′ (∞,∞) (1,∞) (1,∞) (0, 0)
4 Lower bounds on prefixes in P (−1, 0) (−1, 0) (−1,−1) (0, 0)
5 Lower bounds on prefixes in P ′ (−∞,∞) (−∞,∞) (−∞,−1) (0, 0)
6 Avoiding blocked output prefixes in P (1, 0) (1, 0) (1,−1) (0, 0)
7 Avoiding blocked output prefixes in P ′ (∞,∞) (1,∞) (1,−1) (0, 0)
6. Examples
We now get back to the two example processes
P = T | H | (νd: td )(F | S) P ′ = T | H | (νd: td )(!F |!S)
introduced in Section 3.1 and type them with several instantiations of our type system, and
thereby show how to mechanise process analysis in these cases.
First, in both cases, we obtain the same type environment from the point of view of
structure. However the monoid elements differ with the various instantiations. The struc-
ture of type environment looks as follows:
 = c: tc, h: t1, i1: t1, i2: t2,
where tc = [t1]mc, t1 = [t1, t2]m1 , t2 = [ ]m2 and furthermore td = [t1]md .
Note that t1 stands for an infinite, but regular, tree and t1 = [t1, t2]m1 is its defining
equation.
In the sequel we present several analyses of P and P ′ where the -monoids used ap-
pear in Table 5 and the results of the analysis, i.e. the monoid elements substituted for
md,mc,m1, m2, are shown in Table 6.
6.1. Input/output behaviour of channels
One simple application of our type system is to check whether channels are used for
input or for output or for both. We use the monoid IO (with elements none, output–
–“output only”, input––“input only” and both) introduced in Section 3.2 (see Table 5,
row 1). We set in = input , out = output .
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For both processes P and P ′ we obtain the same type assignments where the upper
bounds are shown in Table 6 (row 1), i.e., the name i2 is used neither for input nor output
while all other names may be used for both. Note that, because of residuation, typing F on
its own would yield capability input for name c, but no output capability. This is due to
the fact that F alone will never reduce to a process with an output prefix with subject c.
This type system has some similarities to the one in [2], our type system however lacks
a concept of co- and contravariance which is present in [2].
6.2. Upper bounds on the number of prefixes
We attempt to define a type system, similar to the one presented in [3] for our frame-
work, i.e., we want to check how many processes try to input or output concurrently on the
same channel.
We use the -monoid Z∞ × Z∞ (cartesian product of the set of integers with ∞ and
−∞) introduced in Section 3.2 (see Table 5, rows 2 and 3). The first component repre-
sents the number of active output prefixes (with a fixed subject) and the second component
represents the number of active input prefixes.
We set out = (1, 0), in = (0, 1), and typing the processes P and P ′ yields the results
given in Table 6 (rows 2 and 3). Since for P the upper bound is always (1, 1) or smaller
we can conclude that there is at most one active input port and one active output port
for any given subject at a time. For P ′ we can for example guarantee that c always oc-
curs at most once as an output prefix, although it occurs underneath a replicated input
prefix.
6.3. Confluence
As in [3] we can use upper bounds on the number of active prefixes to guarantee conflu-
ence for π-calculus processes (see also [20]). Let Q be a process, and for every name x in
Q which is either free or bound by the scope operator ν it holds that its capabilities never
exceed (1, 1). Then we can guarantee that every channel (also bound channels) occurs at
most once at any given time as the subject of an input or output prefix, and we thus have
non-overlapping redexes in (R-COMM). Thus we can conclude that if Q→∗ Q′, Q′ →
Q1 and Q′ → Q2, then either Q1 ≡ Q2 or there is a process Q3 such that Q1 → Q3 and
Q2 → Q3.
Row 2 in Table 6 provides upper bound (1, 1) for all capabilities in P . So we can state
that P is confluent. Note that the same process would not be recognised as confluent by
the type system in [3].
6.4. Lower bounds on the number of prefixes
The type system is not limited to statements of the form: “there at most n processes
concurrently using channel x”, we can also guarantee that there are at least m processes
concurrently using channel x. In order to achieve this, we use the type system above
and just invert the partial order, i.e. we take  instead of  (see Table 5, rows 4 and
5), out and in remain unchanged. This means also that the join ∨ in the new partial
order is now the meet ∧ of the original partial order. Typing P does not give us much
information, since we cannot guarantee that there are any prefixes active at any given
time (see Table 6, row 4) for any channel. In fact, some lower bounds are even (−1)
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stating that the respective channel “removes” input (or output) prefixes instead of making
them available. In this case P →∗ 0, which means that no lower bounds can be guaran-
teed.
Typing P ′ yields the monoid elements given in Table 6 (row 5), which states that input
prefixes with subjects c, d are available infinitely often.
Another lower bounds analysis will be presented in Section 6.6.
6.5. Avoiding blocked output prefixes
Another interesting feature is to avoid blocked prefixes, i.e. prefixes which are wait-
ing for a non-existing communication partner. We will first define––with the help of a
lattice-ordered monoid––what it means for an output prefix to be blocked.
We take Z∞ × Z∞ as an -monoid and define a new partial order: (i, j) $ (i′, j ′) iff
i  i′ and j  j ′ (see Table 5, rows 6 and 7). The first component represents the num-
ber of output prefixes and the second the number of input prefixes of the same subject.
Let out = (1, 0) and in = (0, 1). We say a name x is output-blocked in P , if P →∗ P ′,
Cx(P
′) % (1, 0) (i.e. there is at least one output prefix with subject x and no correspond-
ing input prefixes) and for all P ′′ with P ′ →∗ P ′′ it follows that Cx(P ′′) % (1, 0) (no
communication with x will ever take place).
We can, e.g., avoid this situation, by demanding that it is always the case that Cx(P ′) =
(a, b) and either a  0 or b  1 (i.e. (a, b) % (1, 0)). We take the -monoid and out, in
introduced above. This type system can be obtained by composing a type system estab-
lishing upper bounds for output prefixes and one establishing lower bounds for input pre-
fixes (see Section 5.2). In this way we find out that no output prefixes with subjects c
and d are output-blocked in P ′ (see Table 6, row 6, where the tuples are composed out
of the first component of the tuples in row 3 and the second component of the tuples in
row 5).
This type system is not the only way to check for blocked prefixes. There are alterna-
tives which can be employed in case this version fails. We can take Z∞ as a monoid with
the ordinary partial order , and define out = 1, in = −1. Now we can guarantee that a
channel x in P is non-blocking if Cx(P )  0, i.e. if there are always at least as many active
input prefixes as output prefixes.
6.6. Availability of printers
In order to give another example for the usefulness of the instance type system guar-
anteeing lower bounds, we consider the following scenario. We assume that there are two
printers, printer 1 and printer 2, and several print services Pri , ready to accept tasks for
either of the two printers. A print service Pri (see Table 7) receives a task via pri and
then discards (or rather prints) it. Print services are not addressed directly by the process
User , but via a print manager PM , which receives a task x, which should be printed,
enquires for an available print service at the address server, sends the task x there and
starts another print service for the same printer immediately afterwards. The address server
AS distributes names of print services, in this case we assume that it outputs names pr1
and pr2 in an alternating order. The user constantly sends tasks to be printed to the print
manager. Table 7 contains process System, which describes the entire system. Note that
the address server and the user need extra triggers tr1 and tr2 since only input prefixes can
be replicated.
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Table 7
Example: availability of printers
Print manager PM = !pm(x).as(y).y〈x〉.y(t)
Address server AS = !tr1.as〈pr1〉.as〈pr2〉.tr1
Print service Pri = pri(t)
User User = !tr2.pm〈t1〉.pm〈t2〉.tr2
System System = (νtr1: ttr1 )(νtr2: ttr2 )(νpm: tpm)((νas: tas )(PM | AS) | Pr1 | Pr1 | Pr2 |
Pr2 | pr1〈t〉 | User | tr1 | tr2)
The names of the print services pr1 and pr2 are free and can still be addressed from
the outside. We want to make sure that there are always sufficiently many print services
available to the environment.
We apply an instance type system similar to the one described in Section 6.4, taking the
monoid Z∞ with  as partial order and setting out = 0, in = 1. This means we only use
the second component of each pair in the type system described in Section 6.4. We obtain
the following type environment.
 = pr1: [[ ]0]1, pr2: [[ ]0]2, t1: [ ]0, t2: [ ]0
and
ttr1 = ttr2 = [ ]0, tpm = [[ ]0]∞, tas = [[[ ]0]0]−2
We can summarise the results of this analysis as follows (including also bound names):
Name x pr1 pr2 t1 t2 pm as tr1 tr2
Cx (System)  1 2 0 0 ∞ −2 0 0
In this way one can see that there is always at least one print service Pr1 and at least two
print services Pr2 available at any time.
7. Related work and conclusion
We have presented a generic type system, which can be instantiated in order to analyse
input/output capabilities of π-calculus processes. The notion of capabilities is kept very
general, we only assume that they can be described by elements of a lattice-order monoid.
Inspiration for this work came from papers deriving information on the behaviour of a
process by inspecting its input/output capabilities, such as [2,3,20]. We now make a closer
comparison.
• Kobayashi, Pierce, Turner: “Linearity and the pi-calculus” [3]
A type system that has close connections to ours is the linear type system by Kobayashi,
Pierce and Turner [3], since it also involves the typing of input/output capabilities of pro-
cesses. A channel being linear means that the channel is used exactly once for input and
output. The type system checks whether each channel is linear or not. (A slightly different
variant of this type system is presented in [21], including a type inference algorithm.)
One aim of [3] is to study a process equivalence relation under the linear type system.
This question has not been addressed in this paper, it is an interesting direction for future
work.
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While the type system in [3] counts all input and output prefixes of a process, we deter-
mine upper bounds on the number of prefixes which are concurrently active. Otherwise our
type system can be seen as an extension of the variant of the linear type system given in
[21]. The case of replication is handled in a slightly different way in our type system.
Our type system still implies confluence and partial confluence respectively. The process
P in our examples is identified as a confluent process (see Section 6.3), while this would
not be the case in the type system in [3].
We could also directly use the capabilities of [21] in our framework. Consider the -mo-
noid {0, 1, ω} × {0, 1, ω} where the first component of a tuple stands for input whereas the
second component stands for output (see Section 6.2). Join and meet are defined compo-
nent-wise where 0  1  ω is the partial order. Summation is also defined component-wise
with 0 + x = x + 0 = x, x + ω = ω + x = ω and 1 + 1 = ω for every x ∈ {0, 1, ω}. Re-
siduation is defined and it holds that x − y = 0 whenever x  y, x − 0 = 0 and ω − 1 =
1.
However, because of residuation and because of the fact that we count prefixes in a
different way, the type systems may produce different results. In our framework we obtain
x: [ ](1,0)  x.x.0, whereas the type system of [21] typechecks x: [ ](1,1)  x.x.0.
Using the capabilities of [3] however, fails, since the structure defined there can be seen
as an -monoid, but not as a residuated -monoid.
• Naoki Kobayashi, Shin Saito, Eijiro Sumii: “An implicitly-typed deadlock-free process
calculus” [14]
While this type systems aims mainly at avoiding deadlocks, it is also interesting in that
is considers resource usage analysis. For example, omitting the annotations, an assignment
of the form x: [τ˜ ]/I.O.0 tells us that name x is first used for input and then for output.
It might be conceivable to compute monoid elements representing capabilities from these
usage expressions.
However, this does not work right away. For example the process x.y.0 is assigned a
type environment of the form  = x: []tx /I.0, y: []ty /O.0, from which it is not clear that y
is not currently active. The tag ordering (in this case (tx, ty)), which gives some information
about nesting of channels is an over-approximation, and can not be used immediately to
compute, for example, lower bounds.
• Pierce, Sangiorgi: “Typing and subtyping for mobile processes” [2]
In the work of Pierce and Sangiorgi, input/output behaviour of π-calculus processes is
checked in a very refined way, using co- and contravariant types. It is not entirely clear
how to incorporate the concept of co- and contravariance into our framework in a generic
way, although it might lead to sharper bounds in some cases.
• Kobayashi, Nakade, Yonezawa: “Static Analysis of Communication for Asynchronous
Concurrent Programming Languages” [15]
This paper presents an analysis technique for determining upper bounds for the num-
ber of enqueued messages and processes in HACL (Higher-order ACL). This corresponds
to the analysis presented in Section 6.2. There are several similarities to our approach,
especially since both approaches use subtraction.
The technique presented in [15] is an effect system rather than a type system and also
because of the nature of HACL, which contains function abstraction and application, this
effect system presented has a different flavour than our type system.
• Honda: “Composing processes” [12]
Our work has a similar aim as that of Honda [12], in that it attempts to describe a general
framework for process analysis using type systems. We concentrate on a more specialised
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but still generic type system, which enables us to prove the subject reduction property
for the general case. We have shown that, despite its generality, the type system can be
instantiated in order to yield type systems related to existing ones. We have also shown
how to parameterise type systems and what kind of parameters are feasible (in our case an
-monoid).
• Igarashi, Kobayashi: “A generic type system for the pi-calculus” [13]
This paper shows how to approximate π-calculus processes by processes of a simpler
process calculus, thereby allowing the analysis of deadlock-freedom and race-freedom.
This certainly gives a very powerful type system, even if it is often not entirely obvious
how to extract information from a process type.
Our aim was to give a less complex type system. It is clear that such a type system as
ours might not be sufficient whenever a very detailed analysis of a process is required, but
can certainly be very useful for fast debugging and for obtaining a first approximation of
the capabilities of a process.
We did not introduce a type inference algorithm for our type system, but it should be
possible to design a type inference algorithm along the lines of [21].
Our type system was partly inspired by a type system for a graph-based process calcu-
lus with graphs as types, which make it rather easy to add additional behaviour informa-
tion (via morphisms and categorical functors) [22]. Graph-based type systems with lattices
instead of monoids were presented in [23,24]. For lattices or non-negative cones of -
monoids, generic type systems are often easier to define. The main complication arises
from non-positive elements and residuation.
There is also some similarity to dataflow analysis for which exists the concept of mono-
tone frameworks which are parameterised over lattices [1].
In order to conduct process analysis concerning more complex properties (as was done
e.g., in [4,7]) it is necessary to use type systems assigning behaviour information (i.e.
monoid elements in our case) not only to single channels, but rather to tuples of channels
or other more complex structures. This normally results in a semi-additive type system, in
the terminology of Honda [12], while our present type system is strictly additive. In order
to extend this type system, a first solution would be to allow monoid labels for n-ary tuples
of names. Another idea is to integrate it into the categorical framework presented in [23],
which would allow us to specify very general behaviour descriptions.
We believe that generic type systems can be developed into tools suitable for fast debug-
ging and the analysis of concurrent programs.
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